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Symbiosis of virtual and  
real world creates added value 
Latest developments in plastics processing combined with 
consistent utilization of digital information herald a new era in 
production. 
 

Intelligent simulation models create completely new opportunities 

in production planning, material utilization, productivity, reliability, 

and system intelligence. At the K trade fair in Düsseldorf, Fill 

Machine Engineering is showing how virtual and real processes 

bind together symbiotically, thereby elevating plastics processing 

to a new level. Industry 4.0 and communication 4.0. Man and 

machine in unison. Digitalization in all a company's departments 

can be seen on the Fill exhibition stand in Hall 13, Stand C59. At 

the same time, the new multilayer high-performance system for 

tapes is celebrating its premiere. 

 

Düsseldorf/Gurten, 16 October 2019 – Austrian machine engineering company Fill 

will be presenting the Future Zone at K 2019 in Düsseldorf from October 16 to 23. 

Comprehensive digitalization in the sense of Industry 4.0 enables the highest levels of 

quality and efficiency in plastics processing. “The intelligent simulation models open up 

completely new opportunities in terms of component development and production 

planning. Together with leading manufacturers and partners, we are continuously 

developing concepts and solutions to meet current and future requirements for highly 

efficient production systems,” explains Wilhelm Rupertsberger, Head of the Plastics 

Competence Center at Fill. 
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multilayer ensures high performance 

The new multilayer high-performance laying system is also being presented to a 

specialist trade audience for the first time at the K trade fair. This innovative system 

enables extremely fast laying of semi-finished fiber composites, thereby meeting the 

prerequisite for extremely high production rates. The concept is based on use of 

multiple laying heads. The tapes are fixed by ultrasound, which makes it possible to 

process the widest variety of materials. Automatic spool changing minimizes 

downtimes and ensures high system utilization.  

 

Image 1: multilayer laying system 
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Customer-specific complete systems for PUR production 

As leading innovators, the Austrian machine engineering specialists also supply 

complete systems for PUR production. A significant scope of supply is the integration 

of customer-specific mixing and metering systems, extraction systems, and other 

process modules. In systems design, Fill focuses on flexibility with maximum system 

utilization. Molds and mold carriers are replaced with zero cycle-time impact. 

 

Image 2: Production system for PUR parts 
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Image 3: Injection Molding Integration 
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Image 4: Mold carriers 
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Image 5: Polyamide Casting 
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Fill Cybernetics – welcome to the Future Zone 

With its Fill Cybernetics smart factory solution, Fill is bringing digitalization to 

production processes. Fill Cybernetics connects to all the machines in a factory and 

enhances them with intelligent algorithms. The smart process control optimizes not 

only component flows but also machine capacity utilization. In parallel, production and 

process data is collected and recorded. Platform-independent dashboards designed 

individually to customer specifications provide an optimum overview and enable 

detailed analysis of production and machines. This guarantees high availability levels 

and boosts productivity decisively. 

 

Employer Branding & Employee Relationship Management 

CORE smartwork is the unique communication platform that constitutes the digital 

home base for employees at Fill. The individual is always the focus of attention in all 

matters to do with communication, organization, well-being, and the expert network. 

Furthermore, CORE is the hub for data from external systems. With the connection to 

Cybernetics, it also offers a digital machine file view – anywhere, at any time. CORE 

smartwork can be seen live in action on Fill's exhibition stand at the K trade fair. 

 

Corporate data 

Fill is a leading international machine and plant manufacturing company serving diverse 

branches of industry. The family-owned business excels in the use of the latest 

technology and methods in management, communication, and production. Business 

operations encompass the fields of metal, plastics and wood for the automotive, 

aviation, sport, and building industries. The company is the global market and 

innovation leader in aluminum core removal technology, casting technology, wood 

bandsaw technology, as well as in ski and snowboard production machines. Andreas 

Fill and Wolfgang Rathner are joint CEOs of the company founded in 1966 that is still 

completely family-owned and now has more than 900 employees. In 2018, the company 

recorded sales of around 160 million euros. 
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Further information can be found at: www.fill.co.at 
 
If you have any questions, please contact: 
Kommhaus  
Altausseer Strasse 220 
8990 Bad Aussee, Austria 
Tel.: +43 3622 55344-22 
Fax: +43 3622 55344-0  
E-mail: presse@kommhaus.com 
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